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The 1950s, Christchurch, New Zealand. 
An era and place that conjure up an atmosphere of 
stifling Anglican propriety and reserve. On a cold late 
June day in 1954, teenagers Pauline Parker and Juliet 
Hulme dashed the serenity of that image by bludgeon- 
ing to death Pauline's mother, Honora Rieper, with a 
brick as the three walked through Victoria Park. Why 
Parker and Hulme felt driven to commit what became 
one of New Zealand's most scandalous crimes is viv- 
idly recounted in the film Heavenly Creatures (1994), 
written by Frances Walsh and Peter Jackson and di- 
rected by Jackson. The film's exuberant style and hu- 
mor belie its equally serious and deeply disturbing 
tone that is weirdly empathic to the girls while para- 
doxically never undercutting the brutal nature of their 
crime. By turns comic, tragic, fantastic, and romantic, 
the film, much like its true-life source, defies simple 
interpretation, yet leads inescapably to an unsettling 
awareness of a guilt rarely untouched by innocence 
and an innocence not untainted by some degree of 
guilt. 

Jackson and Walsh based their screenplay on tran- 
scripts and psychiatric reports from the Parker/Hulme 
murder trial, interviews with the girls' classmates, and 
the diaries from 1953 and 1954 of Pauline Parker. 
Jackson has indicated that he and Walsh were particu- 
larly drawn to and influenced by the girls' own witty 
and irreverent humor as evidenced in Parker's diaries, 
which were quoted liberally at the trial and which 
serve as voice-over material throughout the film.' Al- 
though publicity for the film brought to light the iden- 
tity of Juliet Hulme (changed after her release from 
prison in 1959) as mystery writer Anne Perry, Jackson 
and Walsh avoid all mention of the fact in the film and 
did not attempt to contact Hulme/Perry in the course 
of their research or after the film's release. Jackson, 
whose previous work includes the gory cult favorite 
Braindead (U.S.: Dead Alive, 1993), is aided by his 
fascination for the inexplicable and grotesque, plung- 
ing viewers into a visually vivid world of adolescent 
imagination, racing along with Pauline and Juliet's 
sweeping fantasies into sand castles and fanciful king- 
doms. Jackson and Walsh temper these audacious vi- 
sual extremes with an abstruse quality by framing the 
girls' relationship within distinctively religious pa- 

rameters and a sense of immutable destiny that charac- 
terize their association as a reach for the sublime and 
mark their fall as all the more tragic. 

Jackson and Walsh play up this fateful sensibility 
with thematic and dramatic devices that shape the ties 
between the Riepers and the Hulmes into a mythical 
bond.2 In one of several self-reflexive moments, 
Pauline remarks about an opera she is writing, de- 
scribing it as "a three act story with a tragic end," 
thereby punctuating Jackson and Walsh's structure as 
mirroring that of the classic tragedy. The bare facts of 
the tragedy are that teenage outcasts Pauline Parker 
and Juliet Hulme meet in school, are drawn together 
by mutual childhood illnesses, become extraordinar- 
ily devoted to one another, so much so that when their 
respective parents grow concerned and try to separate 
them they become desperate enough to murder 
Pauline's mother, whom they perceive to be the major 
obstacle to their remaining together. Jackson, in a 
radical departure from New Zealand's legendary view 
of Parker and Hulme as monstrous deviants, calls their 
tale "[a] murder story about love. A murder story with 
no villains."3 

Pauline Parker and Juliet Hulme are literally in 
continual flight from their respective fates, Pauline 
(Melanie Lynskey) from a despised, dull, working- 
class background and unremarkable parents (Honora 
and Herbert Rieper, played by Sarah Pierse and Simon 
O'Connor), Juliet (Kate Winslet) from ill health, care- 
less parents (Hilda and Herbert Hulme, played by 
Diana Kent and Clive Merrison) and repeated periods 
of abandonment. Jackson and Walsh intimate that di- 
saster is brought about not so much by the girls' avoid- 
ance of destiny as by their determination to shape it 
themselves. Juliet's own definition of heaven, "a para- 
dise of music, art, and pure enjoyment," fashions the 
narrative arc, with the girls' constant imaginative cre- 
ativity implicated as a major source of their undoing. 
Although the murder of Honora Rieper is depicted as 
the nightmarish calamity it indeed was, there is no 
doubt that an equal part of the horror of the story lies 
in the unaccustomed positioning of desire and deter- 
mination in the hands of two adolescent females. The 
deceptively mild, even playful tampering with gender, 
class, and age expectations delineated in the film gives 
an added twist to the odd symbiosis of the sullen, 
introverted Pauline and the precocious, extroverted 
Juliet, and unexpectedly provides much of the dis- 
comfiture about their association and raises germane 
questions of past and continuing expectations of gen- 
der, especially female, roles. 
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Although Heavenly Creatures explores both 

girls' lives two years before, up to, and including the 
murder, ultimately the film concentrates on Pauline's 

story and her unique tragedy. Surrounded by identi- 

cally guileless classmates and implacable teachers at 
school, and overly solicitous parents and insipid male 
boarders at home, Pauline is emblematic of the 
Flaubertian heroine in her longing to escape to a world 
of romance. She is mortified by her family's working- 
class background, her gregariously simple fish store 

manager father, and her unimaginatively practical 
mother who takes in boarders. Jackson parallels the 

Rieper's homelife and the staid, pragmatic qualities of 
Christchurch with such disarming (if droll) ingenu- 
ousness that they immediately assume the loathsome 
blandness discerned by the restless Pauline. When 

pitched next to Juliet's vivaciousness, posh home, and 

glamorous parents, Pauline's dissatisfactions and ro- 
mantic hopes appear palpable. 

While a common enough predilection, what 
makes Pauline's discontent unusual is her seeking sal- 
vation so fiercely through Juliet. What might other- 
wise be neatly categorized as a normal, if perhaps 
hyper, extension of a passing phase of the tumultuous 
extremes of adolescence in this instance amazingly 
unfolds instead into matricide. Jackson's running fan- 

tasy motif of Pauline happily chasing Juliet across a 
cruise-liner deck toward Hilda and Henry Hulme per- 
fectly captures Pauline's yearning for/to be Juliet, as 
well as her wish for the autonomy of the upper-class 
and the proper family who could provide her with that 
ideal. Pauline is constantly shown throughout the film 
in literal pursuit of Juliet (significantly reversed in the 
walk through Victoria Park). Jackson's near obsessive 
focus on legs and feet suggests an attempt by the 
characters to find a bearing, to direct a mercurial fate 
that eventually proves beyond even Pauline and 
Juliet's most determined retreats. Juliet, as Pauline's 
link to this dream, is consequently placed, by her own 

supreme confidence and Pauline's fervent loyalty 
(traditionally masculine values), in a position of pre- 
eminence rarely allotted women and for which, not 

surprisingly, she and Pauline-and, tragically, 
Honora Rieper-will suffer. The consequence, 
blithely but knowingly painted by the film-makers, is 
that acumen, desire, and the feminine are an inherently 
dangerous mix. 

The film's lingering and often irreverently hu- 

morous religious tone, meant to echo the girls' gradu- 

ally prospering view of themselves as indeed superior 
"heavenly creatures," is built upon their constant asso- 

ciation with creativity and art (the two meet in art 

class). Pauline and Juliet's drawing, sculpting, writ- 

ing, and musical proclivities are interwoven into the 
narrative diegetically and nondiegetically in impres- 
sive fashion, with perhaps the strongest empathic tone 
gained through an astute use of music, associated with 
the spiritual and emotional. Peter Dasent's mesmeriz- 
ing original score is augmented by Jackson's shrewd 
employment of prerecorded music, the importance of 
which is emphasized by its actual reference in the 

script.4 In the initial musical motif, the framing refer- 
ence of the divine is established under the opening 
titles with a girls choir's crisply enunciated rendering 
of the hymn "Just a Closer Walk with Thee." The 

hymn's lyric foreshadows Pauline and Juliet's asso- 
ciation, emphasizing a strong element of longing: 
"Just a closer walk with thee, grant if Jesus, it's my 
plea, daily walking close to thee, let it be, dear Lord, 
let it be.... " 

The virtuous tone of the ongoing hymn is con- 
trasted with the pointedly physical introduction to 
Pauline. The red (danger?) school door is matched by 
a pan across a clothes-filled clothesline to the red door 
of a small cottage, which opens to reveal a schoolgirl's 
coat and skirt hiked up, exposing a thigh and gloved 
hands pulling up hose to a garter belt before the girl 
hastens off to join the throng of students heading to 
school. The emphasis on the corporeal immediately 
connects Pauline with the erotic and also with death, 
as a hose stocking will cover the brick used to kill Mrs. 

Rieper. Combined with the reverential mood set up by 
the hymn (significantly intoning "Thro' this world of 
toil and snares ... who with me by burden shares?"), 
Pauline is established within a distinctly religious pa- 
rameter of yearning and, further, within a traditional 
Christian definition, of seeking life through death (the 
ultimate object of desire). Her ripeness for "conver- 
sion" is underscored as, sullenly silent amongst her 

booming classmates, Pauline is eyed by an ever-vigi- 
lant teacher and then hastily mutters the last line to the 

hymn, the markedly supplicate words, "let it be." "It" 
arrives immediately thereafter, in the form of the su- 

percilious Juliet. As the coolly British Juliet is intro- 
duced to Pauline and the class, the girls choir is just 
barely discernible, angelically, in the background, 
connecting her with the divine, a literal answer to 
Pauline's prayer. 

A more blatant if distinctive musical motif is es- 
tablished with the boisterous tunes of Juliet's idol, 
Mario Lanza, whose resonant style captures her some- 
what manic energy, while also serving as a (humor- 

ously campy) link to her insistence on seeking refuge 
within romantic fantasy. Lanza's singing comes 
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Grim reality: 
Melanie Lynskey 
as Pauline in 
Heavenly 
Creatures 

across as antiseptic "pop opera," particularly in con- 
trast with the poignancy of the Puccini arias used in 
the darker second half of the film. Amusingly, Lanza 
is the first and most significant of the girls' self-or- 
dained "saints," and the only figure to traverse be- 
tween their customized version of paradise, the 
"fourth world" ("It's sort of like heaven-only better, 
because there aren't any Christians"), and their more 
licentious fantasy kingdom (described in a jointly 
written novel), Borovnia. As such, Lanza literally 
functions as the primary mediating symbol displacing 
the girls' burgeoning desire, yet is always held in the 
realm of the emotional and romantic, in direct contrast 
to his opposite "cast out" saint, discussed below. 

Lanza and his enthusiastically rendered melodies 
also serve as a barometer of Pauline' s emotions, in the 

girl's initial captivation with Juliet (prophetically, 
with "Be My Love"), in her uncertainty over Juliet's 

flights of fancy (swept aside when Juliet propels a 
startled Pauline into her own ebullience by whisking 
her off to "The Donkey Serenade"), and in Pauline and 
Juliet's eventual romantic consummation ("The 
Loveliest Night of the Year"). Significantly, once the 

girls commit to their plan to murder Honora Rieper, 
they bum all their Lanza records, indicating a com- 

plete break with the world of enchantment. Lanza's 

return over the end credits with "You'll Never Walk 
Alone" provides a powerful backdrop that elicits a 
particularly ironic pathos after the desolation of the 
final scenes. 

The obvious correlation between musical excess 
and Pauline and Juliet's emotions is paralleled by the 
connection between their more tangible artistic pur- 
suits of writing, drawing, and sculpting as further dis- 
placements of their simultaneously mounting mutual 

self-absorption and familial frustrations. This culmi- 
nates with a startling joint creation of darker conse- 
quence, that Jackson and Walsh again fix against a 

religiously ritualistic backdrop. When Juliet ordains 
pictures of (exclusively male) film stars as fourth 
world "saints" one night at a homemade brick altar, 
renaming them ("He," "Him," "This," "That"), 
Pauline offers her own "saint," Orson Welles, declar- 

ing him "It." Juliet hurls away the picture ("Abso- 
lutely not! Orson Welles-the most hideous man 
alive!"), then immediately grasps the startled if still 

enraptured Pauline by the hands to give praise to her 

preferred saints. Juliet's attempts to fling away the 

unmanageable reality of desire, incorporated in the 
"hideous" It-Jackson and Walsh's transparent but 
shrewd allusion to the Id-with a more aesthetic, if 

egocentric illusion, denies her literal clinging to It in 
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the form of Pauline. The use of Welles, as the darker 
"outcast saint," delightfully plays upon his 
wunderkind reputation as well as his cinematic image 
as the mysterious, complex, sinister, and very often 
outside the law rogue, whose most famous role, not 

uncoincidentally, involves the loss of maternal love. 
The shot of the dismissed picture of Welles floating 
down the stream before being swept over a tiny fall, as 
ominous music swells, suggest that It/desire will not 
be long denied. Shrouded within the humor of the 
scene is the uneasy but clear reinforcement of the 
combination of ego and desire in the feminine as un- 
natural and unpredictable. 

This notion is made even clearer with the girls' 
vision of the fourth world (prompted by the Hulmes' 
decision to go abroad for a lengthy stay, without 
Juliet), realized through morphing effects, described 

by Pauline's diary entries in voice-over as distinctly 
edenesque ("full of peace and bliss"), righteously ex- 
clusive ("only ten people have [the key]"), and point- 
edly anti-Christian ("we only recognized it on the day 
of the death of Christ"). Emphasizing this moment of 

genesis, the sequence immediately following has 
Pauline and Juliet assuming the identities of 

Borovnian royalty, Charles and Deborah, and hilari- 

ously enacting the birth of Charles/Pauline and 
Deborah/Juliet's "heir"-Diello. Diello's literal ap- 
pearance, first as a tiny clay figurine, then as a lifesize 
one with distinctly Wellesian features that reveal his 

identity as It, is immediately connected with excess. 
Juliet's abrupt recurrence of tuberculosis and four- 
month quarantine and the girls' resulting frustration at 

separation prompts Diello' s emergence in Pauline and 
Juliet's daily exchange of letters. The royal heir goes 
on imaginary, if vivid, killing rampages "to alleviate 
(Pauline's) boredom (of the dull lower classes)," and 
to dispense with vexatious adults, such as the sancti- 
monious minister ("Jesus Loves You") who comes to 
visit Juliet at the sanitarium and the clumsy doctor 
("Do you like your mother?") to whom the Riepers 
eventually take Pauline. With the conception of Diello 
the ecstatic exuberance of the Lanza-inspired 
cavortings and whimsical fantasy of the celestialized 
fourth world give way to a more ominous indication of 
desire spinning out of control and, more disquietingly, 
to the growing regard of the girls for violence as a 

potential solution to ward off unpleasant realities. 
This reversal of conventional female prodigality is 

Kate Winslet 
as Juliet 
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unsettling in its inference that the only possible out- 
come of any union between women is horror, excess, 
and death. Yet Jackson and Walsh's somewhat dark 
intimations do not lead inexorably to matricide, serv- 
ing instead as provocative endeavors at interpreting 
the unfathomable depth and complexities of Pauline 
and Juliet's involvement and their remarkable inward- 
looking capacity for self-fulfillment. 

Themes of transformation and rebirth are sug- 
gested by the multiple names given Pauline through- 
out the film (significantly, the two holidays mentioned 
in the film are religious and mirror these themes: 
Christmas/birth, when Pauline gets her diaries, and 
Easter/rebirth through death at Port Levy where the 
girls have their "revelation" of the fourth world). 
Pauline's family, John the boarder, and Dr. Bennett 
use her middle name, Yvonne. To schoolmates, teach- 
ers, and the Hulmes she is Pauline Rieper. Juliet calls 
her Paul, then Charles, and finally Gina, a Borovnian 
gypsy clay figurine that Pauline tells John is Juliet's 
creation. Only as Gina does Pauline find satisfaction, 
however fleeting. The film's undercurrent of Juliet as 
the focus of desire, as "divine," and Pauline as her 
pliant "disciple" seeking salvation and transforma- 
tion, is stressed as Pauline refers to herself for the 
remainder of the film as Gina-as does Juliet. Even in 
the closing moments of the film, with the grisly mur- 
der intercut with Juliet on the fantasy cruise ship pull- 
ing away and Pauline trapped on the pier, Juliet calls 
out to Pauline as Gina. Juliet's last words, "I'm sorry," 
seem an apology for her ultimate inability to sustain 
the girls' shared paradisiacal delusions and for in fact 
destroying all their creations, primarily Pauline her- 
self. 

However persuasive the film-makers are at weav- 
ing a weird if uneasy empathy for Pauline and Juliet's 
exhilarating alliance, they carefully refrain from de- 
monizing the girls' parents (if not the other adults in 
the film, who are waggishly presented exclusively 
from the girls' point of view). The Hulmes are initially 
bemused, the Riepers confused by Pauline and Juliet's 
intense mutual devotion, seemingly never fully aware 
of how their own ordinary deficiencies drive the girls 
ever closer. Jackson and Walsh characterize the 
Hulmes' growing domestic misfortunes in a sensitive 
if sparse manner, focusing more harshly on Henry's 
trepidation over the fervor of Juliet and Pauline's 
friendship. Henry's anxiety easily mirrors that of the 
patriarchal social milieu of the decade, scandalized at 
impermeable, uncontrollable feminine excess. Both 
the Riepers' and the Hulmes' inability to grasp the 
magnitude of their respective daughter's individual 

and combined alienation and emotional needs decid- 
edly propels the situation towards catastrophe. 

Honora Rieper especially finds her daughter's 
emotional withdrawal and hostility incomprehen- 
sible, as is made apparent by her completely guileless 
response to Dr. Bennett' s declaration that Pauline may 
be (in his terms) homosexual: "But she's always been 
a normal, happy child." Honora Rieper encroaches on 
hallowed ground. Juliet's excessive longing for de- 
pendable, unwavering parental love and Pauline's ab- 
solute rejection of her own parents as deficient creates 
a tremendous emotional void the girls fill with a 
frighteningly powerful faith in each other which 
leaves no room for their hapless parents. Rather than a 
crime of passion, Honora's murder becomes a crime 
for passion, a sacrificial act binding Pauline and Juliet 
together forever, a reach for the exaltation of mutual 
faith that ends in damnation with their shattering the 
most sacred of taboos, matricide. 

The film falters slightly in bridging the gap be- 
tween Pauline and Juliet's leap from emotional des- 
peration at the threat of separation (the Hulmes' 
breakup precipitating Juliet's relocation to South Af- 
rica) to murder. Juliet's enforced separation from 
Pauline as the latter's homelife crumbles is confused, 
although the final musical shift to opera stabilizes 
some of these choppier sections, recalling the theme 
of mythical and unalterable predetermination. Forbid- 
den to see Juliet, a despondent Pauline considers sui- 
cide ("Life seems so much not worth living") as "E 
lucevan le stelle" from Tosca plays on her phonograph 
("My dream of love is now destroyed forever, my hour 
is fleeting and I must die despairing!"). The sense of 
immutable destiny is augmented by the narrative rup- 
ture of Juliet's poignant a cappella rendering of "Sono 
andati" from La Boheme after she agrees to help 
Pauline murder Honora. Significantly, the fantasy 
cruise-liner sequence is completed during this scene, 
as Pauline and Juliet, calling "Mummy," rush into the 
welcoming embrace of Henry and Hilda, connecting 
sacrifice/death with fulfillment. The operatic motif is 
concluded by Pauline, Honora, and Juliet's "last sup- 
per" and their fateful walk in Victoria Park to 
Puccini's haunting "Humming Chorus." 

The extravagance linked with opera is indicative 
of delirium, yet given the somberness of the pieces 
utilized, it promotes a bleaker tone in sharp contrast to 
the earlier ebullience of the Lanza music. The musical 
sense of threatening delirium is articulated when 
Pauline tells Juliet as the two sit in the bathtub to- 
gether, "I think I'm going crazy." Juliet (significantly 
up to her neck in water) replies, "No you're not, Gina, 
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it's everyone else who's bonkers." In her diary 
Pauline claims she and Juliet must be mad, as are the 
saints and even Henry Hulme, which asserts-break- 

ing somewhat with the narrative's constant insinua- 
tion of female desire as insanity-that as reality 
around them sinks into madness they have no choice 
but to respond in kind. This implicates the girls' sur- 

rounding circumstance as at least partially responsible 
for the coming disaster, reiterates the preordained 
theme, and subtly insists that female madness is in- 
deed a constructed designation. 

The link between feminine desire and madness is 
reestablished with the film's climax. Parker's diary 
indicates a sexual relationship with Hulme ("We en- 
acted how each saint would make love. ... It was 

wonderful, heavenly, beautiful and ours.... We have 
learned the peace of the thing called bliss, the joy of 
the thing called sin") that Jackson and Walsh artfully 
and touchingly translate to the screen, fulfilling the 

augur of Orson Welles/It as the surrogate of desire. 

Nevertheless, in discussing the film's lesbian content, 
Jackson states he believes the issue is something of a 
"red herring,"5 despite his own heavily romanticized 
construction of Pauline and Juliet's relationship. Psy- 
chiatric reports given at the trial are contradictory in 

reaching a conclusion as to whether or not the girls did 

indeed have a physical relationship, although homo- 

sexuality, then categorized as a mental illness, was 

part of the girls' unsuccessful insanity defense. 
Jackson's veiled implications that the girls were 

merely playing out conventional romantic fantasies 

disregards the fact that they would have had little else 

but heterosexual prototypes against which to play out 

nascent longings, lesbian or otherwise. The linking of 

lesbianism and mental illness falls into a similar psy- 

chological tendency of associating any powerful 
feminine drive with the unnatural and the problematic 
and therefore needful of a "cure." Placing the girls' 
romantic fulfillment immediately before their deci- 

sion to murder Honora completes the connection of 

sex and death, while stressing their own revered desire 

to be united on a higher, inviolate plane. 
Heavenly Creatures is a startling, brilliantly ren- 

dered love story of faith and loyalty that was mis- 

guided and misunderstood in its own era perhaps as 

much as today. Pauline Parker and Juliet Hulme, each 

catalogued as outsider, as other, dared to find and 

believe in the grandeur of their difference. Their over- 

whelming, ferocious emotional unity was both auda- 

cious and terrifying in its dimensions. Film-maker 

Peter Jackson and co-screenwriter Frances Walsh rise 

to the bizarre and dazzling demands of portraying 

Parker and Hulme's relationship as one that is as pecu- 
liarly admirable and touching as it is horrifying. It 
remains one of the strongest of the all too infrequent 
cinematic representations of women's interrelation- 

ships as capable of passion, intelligence, and fidelity, 
basking in rather than condemning the extremes of 
distinctive feminine emotional possibilities, and 

hauntingly tragic in its revelation of the depth of hu- 
man frailties when attempting to reach beyond the 
sublime. 

* Luisa F. Ribeiro is completing her 
M.A. in the School of Cinema-Televi- 
sion at the University of Southern 
California. 

Notes 

1. Interview with Peter Jackson and Francis Walsh by Terry 
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1994. 

2. An end title explains Honora and Herbert Rieper were 
never legally married and so Pauline was charged under 
her mother's maiden name of Parker. 

3. Heavenly Creatures press notes. 
4. A draft of the screenplay indicates scenes were always 

built around the use of specific Mario Lanza songs. Jack- 
son and Walsh were guided in their musical selections by 
Parker's own stated preferences in diary entries mention- 
ing Tosca and psychiatric reports that state one of her 
novels was entitled The Donkey's Serenade. 

5. Gemma Files, "Those Difficult, Murderous Teenage 
Years," Eye Weekly, January 19, 1995, Toronto, Ontario. 
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